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FREMONT COUNTY 

Cleaning Cotter: A work in progress 

Best path for uranium mill decommissioning already trod, manager says

By TRACY HARMON 

THE PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN 

__________________________________________ 

CANON CITY — The Cotter Uranium Mill site is mostly a naked landscape these days. For the first time since it
opened in 1958, no native Colorado ores are on the site.

“It is a historic milestone; the last pile of ore was moved last week,” said John Hamrick, mill manager. “We tore down
the whole mill without any injuries and the only buildings left are the office, change house, maintenance shop and
analytical lab.”

All the other mill buildings have been chopped, placed around the edges of the primary impoundment — at least 10
feet from a plastic liner to prevent punctures — and buried in dirt, Hamrick said. Even the boilers have been disposed
of after they were filled with a cement slurry.

The mill continues to employ 29 workers, who are busy with environmental monitoring work and the massive report
writing that must be done. They measure 100-plus water wells, surface water and air monitors. Hamrick said when the
primary and secondary impoundment are capped for good, they will be completely dry repositories that are supposed
to last 1,000 years.

“We will have to make sure the cover material is impervious enough that if the plastic liner ever goes away, any
release would be very slow,” Hamrick said. 

__________________________________________ 

SEE COTTER, 6A
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An old tank and a few vehicles remain at the mostly barren Cotter Uranium Mill site south of Canon City. Even
the vehicles will be chopped up and buried around the impoundment as part of decommissioning.
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COTTER 
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believes the tailings and chopped-up buildings should stay where they are and not moved off site as part of
decommissioning. 

“There is no credible pathway where contamination can get out of the site into the community. 

And out of 45 mills in the country, Cotter is one of the very few that has the plastic liner under the impoundment
ponds,” Hamrick said. 
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“Before we have our license terminated there cannot be any remedial activities left and all the remedies that will be
implemented have to be shown to be protective of human health and environment,” Hamrick said. 

tharmon@chieftain.com 
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